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Motivation

� Key parts of embodied system: 
Memory & Control

� LLM as a robotic brain: 
A uniform framework for egocentric memory (actions and observations) 

and control (follow the given instructions).
Integrates multiple multimodal language models by languages.
A zero-shot learning approach.



Method

� Break embodied task into three subtasks:

� Given a egocentric observation by visual sensor, answer a relating question.

� Ask questions for details to understand environment comprehensively, and 
summarizing language descriptions and action.

� Memorize previous actions and observations, then plan and control
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Method
Role Initialization:

initial prompts to list the detailed 
instructions, help they understand their 
roles.
Eye-Nerve Perception:

Bridge VLM and LLM by 
iterative QA, the NERVE ask and 
summarize the dialogue to get a detailed 
language description
Nerve-Brain Collaboration:

Accept language information & 
action from Nerve
Brain reasoning and control:

choose action from ‘move 
forward’, ‘turn left’, ‘turn right’, ‘stop’
Brain-Human Interaction:



Experiments—Active Exploration in Habitat

� Give instruction 
‘Explore this house as 
completely as 
possible’ (prompt) to 
the brain before 
exploration



Experiments—Embodied Question 
Answering

不能区分来自
不同时间步的
相同实例，计
数问题性能差。
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Motivation

� 在具身场景下应用LLM：

� 缺乏物理环境理解

� 不能处理非语言观察

� 忽略奖励、安全限制

� 从交互中学习到的language-condition机器人策略可以提供necessary grounding

� 没有足够数据学习，所以缺乏high-level的语义理解

� Grounded Decoding各取所长：

� Achieve probabilistic filtering: decode an action sequence that both has high 
probability under the language model and a set of grounded model objectives.



Compared with SayCan

� SayCan: 
� use  a LLM and a value function to select robotic skills among a constrained 

set of primitives
� ‘Scoring mode’ to get the probability of a skill being useful to a high-level 

instruction
� only considers a fixed and enumerated set of primitives.
� only considers grounding functions derived from RL-trained value functions 

for affordance founding functions
� Grounded Decoding: 

� jointly decodes the LLM and the grounded model at the token level
� Explores many types of grounding functions to propose a broad family of 

algorithms.



Method—Formulation

� LLM predicts 𝑝(𝑊) of a text sequence W, 𝑊 = 𝑤!:# = 𝑤!, …𝑤#
� 𝑝 𝑊 = ∏$%!

# 𝑝&&'(𝑤$|𝑤!:$(!), where 𝑝&&' is predicted by a transformer
� GM models probabilities relating to the robot embodiment and environment

� Model a probability of tokens 𝑝)(𝑤!:$|𝑠), given state 𝑠
� Problem formulation:

� Given an instruction in language 𝑙, 𝑤!:#∗ = arg max
+!:#,-$∈𝒲

𝑝)0(𝑤!:#|𝑠, 𝑙)

� Assumptions:
� 𝑠 and 𝑙 are conditionally independent, given 𝑤!:#.
� 𝑝)0(𝑤!:#|𝑠, 𝑙) ∝ ∏$%!

# 𝑝&&'(𝑤$|𝑤!:$(!, 𝑙)𝑝)(𝑤!:$|𝑠)



Method



Grounding Function

� Affordance Grounding Function (AF):
� Determine what is possible in the scene.
� Given a scene image and instruction, AF is the output of CLIPort primitive 

policy

� Safety Grounding Function (S):
� A simple indicator to prevent the robot from interacting hazardous objects

� Preference Grounding Function (P):
� A similar way with S (soft)



Experiments
Control: a pretrained multi-
task language-conditioned 
policy, CLIPort

LLM: InstructGPT

GD generates grounded free-
form actions, without the 
need of mapping the action 
to a repertoire of skills in 
SayCan

Grounding functions can be 
composed by:

𝑝! =#
"#$

%

𝑝$



Experiments

� Letters (8 tasks): Rearranging alphabetical 
letters (e.g., “put the letters in alphabetical 
order from left to right”). 

� Blocks & Bowls (8 tasks): Rearranging or 
combining blocks and bowls (e.g., “put 
the blocks in the matching bowls”). 

� Box Packing (4 tasks): Sorting food items 
and utensils into boxes in accordance with 
safety constraints and user preferences 
(e.g., “Can you pack the picnic box for 
me?”).


